Abstract tr'or any Jordan curve C on the Riemann sphere, the conformal welding homeomorphism, Weld(C), of the circle or real line onto itself is obtained by comparing the bLundary values of the Riemann mappings of the unit disk or upper half-plane onto the two complementa,ry Jordan regions separated by C.
Introduction
In this paper we address two questions regarding the conformal welding homeomorphism, Wetd(C), associated to any Jordan curve C on the Riemann sphere Ö. W"ta1C) is the homeomorphism of the real line on itself obtained by compar- ing the boundary values of the two Riemann mappings of the upper half-plane U onto the two complementary Jordan regions Dr and D2 separated by C. (W" assume that C is an oriented Jordan curve, so that D1 is chosen to be the region to the left of C.) denote these two boundary homeomorphisms. Then Weld(C) is the orientation reversing self-homeomorphism of the circle (R U {*}) given by Note that reversal of orientation on C replaces the welding by its inverse.
Since fi ar,d f2 are ambiguous up to pre-composition by arbitrary elements of Aut(U) : PSLz(R), we note that Weld(C) as defined is ambiguous up to arbitrary pre and post compositions by elements of PSL2(R). Moreover, if the curve C is replaced by its image under any Möbius automorphism of Ö, the corresponding welding homeomorphism class remains precisely the same. Thus, one should think of the welding as a map:
(1) (2) Weld(C) -0f;'o0fr.
Weld: {Möbius equivalence classes of Jordan curves on C} --+ PSLz(R) \ Ho*eo(^9t) I YSLz(R).
"(1) -{Jordan curves that are quasicircles} / UoU(C) f G) -{Quasisymmetric homeomorphisms of R fixing 0, 1, m}.
By normalising the choice of fi and fz *" may assume that Weld(C) fixes each of the points 0, 1, oo. No further normalisations are then possible using pre and post compositions by PSL2(R) transformations. It is also sometimes convenient to make Weld(C) orientation preserving by taking f2 tobe a Riemann mapping from the lower half-plane .L orrlo D2. We will assume, without loss of generality, that C passes through oo, and that fi(m): oo, ,fz(oo): oo.
The conformal welding arises rather ubiquitously in various contexts in geometric function theory. As is well-known, two standard ways of viewing the universal Teichmäller space 7(1) are: (3) and (4) The passage between these two descriptions of the complex Banach manifold 7 (1) is precisely via conformal welding. In particular note that Weld( C) for C a quasicircle is quasisymmetric, and this correspondence is a nice bijective one.
One may a,lso note that the homeomorphism Weld(C), (and its barycentric extension), was utilised critically for arbitrary Jordan curves C in the paper [E-N] .
With Consider the restriction of the conformal map f2 or.a small half-disk E1 (in the lower half-ptane) located infinitesimally to the left of the origin (see Figure I. Setting \l\z: Å, one gets from (17) a subalgebra of the algebra satisfying (15) . the 0x constitute an additive subgroup of ,x:(ffi)+i(ffi) , so that ( 18) R.0* r* 0* is independent of k. Now the portion 1of. C is g7,(l) for t < 0, t -» 0-and the portion y of C is g1,(f) for t ) 0, t -0*. These It is known that W maps a small neighbourhoold of the origin into a small neighbourhood of the origin. Indeed, the curves z6 arising from small BMO functions ä, (which are precisely the chord-arc curves with small chord-arc constant K of (21) 
